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They take us for idiots 
The population must be deceived into consenting or, at least, not opposing war, Julian 

Assange explained a few years ago... Obviously, Assange's consideration is valid for both 

sides of this war, but what is being talked about here is ours, the feed with which our 

"informers" feed us spiritually every day. 

 

If one examines the September 1, 1939, edition ofLa Vanguardia, the day World War II 

began in Europe with the German invasion of Poland, the reader will come across the 

headline, "A Polish Blow Degenerates into Open Struggle with German Forces." The next 

day the newspaper's correspondent in Berlin, Ramón Garriga, reports the beginning of the 

German invasion of Poland as "a German counterattack in response to the aggressions of 

which German soldiers have been victims in recent days." But next to that, in a small box, 
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that September 2 you could read a report, very tiny, on "German operations according to 

the Poles" and even noted the "Proclamation of the Polish President". That is, within the 

confines of the newspaper of a regime allied with the Nazis, everyone could make a 

certain composition of place and draw their own conclusions about what was really 

happening. 

Now, to get an idea of what is happening in Ukraine, officially an "unprovoked invasion" 

that began on February 24 that lacks a quarter of a century of precedent, you have to get 

out of the official and established media, explore the alternatives, Russian propaganda and 

so on, and despite thisgymnasium. You don't always get a clear idea of what's going on. 

In any case, if what they tell us about this war were the truth, there would be no need to 

censor the Russian media, nor the voices dissatisfied with the official narrative even on 

social networks, nor the propaganda factories of NATO, whose dominance ofWestern 

think tanksand media is already considerable (as in Russia but in reverse), They blessed us 

with their primitive good news McCarthyist. 

Nafo/Ofan, a NATO apparatus that presents itself as an initiative of "civil society", 

divides, for example, into five groups Westerners who dissatisfied with the official 

Atlanticist discourse on the war whom it presents as "apologists for the genocide" 

allegedly perpetrated by Russia in Ukraine according to the trivialization of the concept 

practiced by both sides. In this gallery of accomplices we have: 1) the "communists", who 

believe that Russia is a kind of USSR, 2) the "left-wing anti-fascists", who think that 

because they have certain problems with neo-Nazis, the government and nationalist 

society of Ukraine is Nazi, 3) the "ultra-rightists" who sympathize with the "fachas" 

aspects of the Kremlin's argument, 4) the "cabezotas" who always carry the opposite and 

that if they read in the "white" newspaper, they say, "Aha, then it is black", and 5) the 

"dumb pacifists", with the flower in the macuto and the lost look in a naïve world with the 

rainbow in the background.... According to The GrayzoneHow the pro-Ukraine NAFO 

troll operation crowd-funds war criminals – The Grayzone, this sympathetic "civil society 

organization" was founded by an anti-Semitic Pole to raise money for the Georgian 

Legion, a militia accused of crimes such as executing prisoners with convicted murderers 

in its ranks. 
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NAFO NATO Meet the Apologists for Western Genocide 

NATO's collaboration with the extreme right and its intense use of terrorism is a well-

known and documented aspect of European historyBommeleeër, the crime novel by 

Luxembourg – Rafael Poch de Feliuand logically in the current conflict is becoming very 

topical. 

A study by the University of AdelaideMASSIVE ANTI-RUSSIAN 'BOT ARMY' 

EXPOSED BY AUSTRALIAN RESEARCHERS – Declassified Australia ontweetsfrom 

the war in Ukraine, finds that we are immersed in a massive disinformation campaign on 

social networks. The study examined five milliontweetsgenerated in the first weeks of the 

Russian invasion and revealed that 80% of them were generated in "factories" for 

propaganda. 90% of those fabricated messages were launched from pro-Ukrainian 
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accounts and only 7% from Russian factories. To get an idea, on the first day of the war, 

up to 38,000tweetsper hour were generated from these factories under the hashtag "I am 

with Ukraine". 

 

"Bot armies" are underway in the war between Ukraine and Russia, with automated "bot" 

accounts sending up to 80% of tweets in the study's sample size of more than 5 million 

tweets, with anti-Russia accounts comprising 90.2% of all accounts. Here, shelves of 

confiscated GSM portals, containing hundreds of sim cards that use the mobile network to 

create thousands of fake bot accounts to distribute millions of fake tweets. (Photo: 

Security Service of Ukraine, SBU) 

"We fight with communication, this is a fight, we must conquer minds," Josep Borrell said 

in October in a galvanizing speech of ambassadors of the European Union too meek and 

lazy, in his words. And since you have to "conquer minds" it is necessary to simplify the 

message and turn a complex film into a Hollywood script of good and bad for children. 

Some examples: 

According to the UN Refugee Agency (UNHCR) there are 2.3 million Ukrainian refugees 

in Central/Eastern Europe, including 1.5 million in Poland, in addition to around one 

million in Germany. There are also 2.8 million in Russia, the country that has received the 

most, but the latter are frequently portrayed as "deported" by Kiev's narrative and rarely 

mentioned as human beings in distress in the Western media. ( This documentary 

«Человек и война» // «Скажи Гордеевой» – YouTubeby Katerina Gordeyeva who 
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interviews refugees from Mariupol in Warsaw, Berlin, Moscow, Rostov, Lvov and other 

cities, offers the panorama of a complex reality). 

– Russian nuclear maneuvers are presented as "Putin's blackmail", those of NATO 

("Defender") as "a sign of the Alliance's credibility". 

When Amnesty International says that the Ukrainian armyalsocommits war crimes, the 

matter is quietly covered up, including the angry reaction of the Kiev government 

punishing the organization by denying it access and demanding rectifications. Something 

similar happens with the disappeared, silenced, detained or murdered members of the 

Ukrainian left, the outlawed political forces, closed media, the reprisals against 

"collaborators" in the reconquered territories, etc. 

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) denounces, with good reason, the 

dangers surrounding the Zaporozhie nuclear power plant, but does not clarify who bombs 

the surroundings of that plant that is occupied by the Russian army. The fact that, as in so 

many other "international organizations" the majority package of actions of that 

organization is held by Western countries, determines the lack of clarity of the 

denunciations of its president, the Argentine Rafael Grossi, about the evident authorship of 

the bombings of that plant. 

When in August an attack is committed in Moscow that kills a young right-wing 

journalist, Daria Dugina, daughter of a marginal ultra philosopher, Aleksandr Dugin, who 

according to Western legend has great influence in the Kremlin (the relevance of ideology 

in this conflict is part of that legend), that is not "terrorism". 

-When in September the Russian gas pipelines that supplied Germany, which were already 

the target of a CIA attackverursachte mittels Software Pipeline-Explosion in Sowjetunion 

1982 – Netzpolitik – derStandard.at › Webin the beginnings of gas cooperation between 

the USSR and Germany in the eighties, and that happens in the Baltic, surely the maritime 

region of the world most controlled by NATO and shortly after the demonstrations began 

in Germany to restore that flow, the debate on authorship is diluted, the German 

government denies explanations to its deputies alleging reasons of "public welfare" 

(Staatswohl) and Atlanticist journalism makes a fool talking about "mystery" or pointing 

directly to Russia as the author of the attacks. 

-When in October, after the attack on the 8th against the Crimean bridge (6 dead) and the 

military setbacks at the front, Russia began to launch waves of missiles and drones against 

Ukraine, the attacks are described as "indiscriminate against civilians" (Biden). In the first 

attack the eighty Russian missiles launched caused 17 deaths and in the November 18 (96 
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missiles) 15 dead, according to Ukrainian reports. While Russia explained that the attacks 

targeted the power grid and command points, theWall Street Journalreported that "most of 

the attacks hit electrical substations and other targets outside urban centers and distant 

from civilian residences." The same newspaper mentioned, in its December 2 edition, 

considerations that do not appear in the Spanish press and that are rare in the European 

one: "The attacks are part of a Russian strategy to demoralize the population and force the 

rulers to capitulate, the British Ministry of Defense said on Thursday. However, since the 

Kremlin did not employ this strategy from the beginning of the war, its effects are 

becoming less effective." The consideration draws attention indirectly to the "superiority" 

of Western strategy: to get an idea in the early days of the 2003 Iraq war, the missile 

campaign against Baghdad and other cities, called "shock & awe" ("Shock & Awe") 

caused 6700 deaths, according to American estimates. 

Regardless of this lower Russian "efficiency" in decision and death, the attacks are 

certainly criminal and their effects devastating for the civilian population: on November 

23, 70% of Ukrainian electricity capacity was swept away by Russian attacks, with the 

effects on the civilian population that our media document in detail. What is the 

justification? Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov offered it at his press conference on 

December 1. "Ukrainian electrical infrastructures provide combat potential to the 

Ukrainian armed forces, to nationalist battalions, and the delivery of a large amount of 

weapons that the West supplies to Ukraine to kill Russians depends on them." Does the 

reasoning ring a bell? 

On May 25, 1999, in Brussels, the infamous Jamie SheaThe lie of Kosovo in Germany – 

Rafael Poch de Feliu, spokesman for that NATO of Javier Solana, a journalist asked him, 

"you say that you are only attacking military targets, so why are you depriving 70% of the 

country (Serbia), not only of electricity, but also of water supply?" The answer was 

exactly the same as Lavrov's: "Unfortunately electricity powers the control systems and 

command points. If President Milosevic wants his people to have water and electricity, all 

he has to do is accept the five conditions of NATO (capitulation), until he does so, we will 

continue to attack those targets that supply electricity to his armed forces. If that has 

consequences for civilians, it's their problem." 

Is Russia supplying Viagra to its troops to carry out violations in Ukraine? The UN 

Special Representative on Sexual Violence in Conflict, Pramila Patten, told AFP in 

October that the legend, released in June 2011 in Libya by Atlanticist propaganda in the 
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war against Gaddafi, was a Russian "military strategy", but in November confessed that 

she did not have the slightest proof of it. 

The simple reality is that they take us for idiots. The analysis of the war in Ukraine that 

does not take into account the Western provocations that led to it, that does not start from 

its genesis of thirty years and its responsibilities, about which the most moderate thing we 

can say is that they are shared, is mere propaganda children's literature. Unfortunately that 

is the information environment in which we are immersed. 

 

John Gast, "American Progress", Allegory, Oil on canvas, 29.2 × 40 cm, 1872. Autry 

Museum of the American West, Los Angeles, USA. This painting shows Manifest 

Destiny, the belief in the westward expansion of the United States from the Atlantic to the 

Pacific Ocean. 

"Fundamentally, people do not want war, the population must be deceived into consenting, 

or at least not opposing war," Julian Assange, the journalist who denounced enormous 

crimes and has therefore been imprisoned for ten years and isolated for more than a 

thousand days in a high-security cell of three square meters, explained a few years ago. in 

conditions that the UN rapporteur on the matter describes as torture, and pending 

extradition to the United States where an unfair trial awaits him – because the Espionage 

Law that accuses him prevents any consideration of the crimes reported and freedom of 

information – and 175 years in prison. Obviously, Assange's consideration is valid for 

both sides of this war, but what is being talked about here is ours, the feed with which our 

"informers" feed us spiritually every day. 
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